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ABSTRACT 
Let (A,d,p) be a finite measure space, and let Ou+w(f) denote the set of all nonnegative r al- 
valued d-measurable functions on A weakly majorized by a nonnegative function f, in the sense 
of Hardy, Littlewood and P61ya. For a nonatomic/~, the extreme points of (2a+,w(f) are shown to 
be the nonnegative functions obtained by taking a fraction (1- 0) of the largest values o f f  and 
arranging them in any way on any subset of A of measure (1 -0), with values elsewhere s t equal 
to zero. Topological properties of these xtreme points are given. 
1. INTRODUCTION, DEFINITIONS AND NOTATION 
Luxemburg's  conjecture [10, Section 17, Problem 1] that all the extreme 
points of the set of functions on a space with a nonatomic measure a that are 
majorized by a given funct ion are rearrangements of that funct ion has been 
proved by Ryff  [13, p. 1026]. In the Theorem of Section 2 we give a variant 
of this result for the set Qu+,w(f) of nonnegative functions weakly majorized by 
a given nonnegative funct ion f .  This is needed for the subdifferentiat ion f the 
support funct ion of f2a+,w(f) in [8, Theorem 4] which arises as the cost funct ion 
in the theory of electricity product ion expounded in [9] and in subsequent 
papers. Topological properties of the set of extreme points of g2a+,w(f) are also 
discussed. 
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The term "function" is used to mean a real-valued mapping. All vector 
spaces are taken to be over the real field. The interval [0, 1] is considered with 
the Lebesgue measure, mes, on the Borel sigma-algebra, ~,  normalized so that 
mes ([0, 1]) = 1. 
Let (A, d,, p) be a probability space. For p e [1, + oo], the Lebesgue space of 
functions integrable in the p-th power is denoted by LP(p); for p = mes, the 
symbol/t will be suppressed. The pointwise order in LP(p) is written <.  The 
characteristic function of a set BCA, equal to 1 on B and to 0 elsewhere, is 
denoted by ZB. 
Let x be a measurable function on (A, d,/~) and f be a measurable function 
on another probability space (AI, dl ,B1 ). Then x and f are said to have the 
same distribution, written x- f ,  if pox- l=plof-1.  For any M-measurable 
function x on (A,d, p) there is a unique, right-continuous, nondecreasing 
function xz on ([0, 1], ~, rues) with the same distribution. The function xT is 
called the nondecreasing rearrangement of x. The term "rearrangement 
operator" is used to mean the nondecreasing-rearrangement operator T. 
For xeLl(p) and f~Ll(pl), the function f is said to majorize weakly the 
function x, written x<<f, if J~ xT dmes_<j~ f~ dmes for all t~ [0, 1]. If, in 
addition, equality holds for t = 0, then f is said to majorize x, written x,( f .  If 
x <f then  ]x] ,(,( [f]. Also, x <<f i f  and only if there exists y such that y < land  
x<_y p-a.e.; see [2, Theorem 1.1]. Note that the notions of majorization and 
weak majorization apply to functions x and f defined on any spaces with finite 
nonnegative measures p and Pl provided they are of equal mass. 
For f~Ll(pl) define 
g2u(f) := {x 6 L l(u)]x < f } and Au(f) : = {x 6 L l(p)lx- f }. 
The set Ou(f) is convex. For weak majorization, define 
£2u+, w(f):-_ {x~Zl(la)lO<xK<f}. 
This is also a convex set. If x<<f, then x + <<f+; see [4, Proposition 10.2 
(ix)]. Hence, if f is nonnegative, then 12u+,w(f) is equal to the set of the non- 
negative parts of all functions on A weakly majorized byf .  Observe that x "(<f 
if and only if x<<f~, and x<f i f  and only if x<fT. Therefore, it suffices to 
consider integrable functions f defined on ([0, 1], ~ ,  mes), that is, f¢L  1. 
LEMMA. If f~  L1 is nonnegative, then 
+ (] 9Y ,  zt0,11). 
0_<8_<1 
PROOF. Suppose that x<ftx[e,11 for some 0e [0, 1]. Then x_0 ,  because f>_0; 
see [10, Lemma (6.2)00]. Also, x<<f  because fTz[e,11---<fT. Conversely, sup- 
pose that 0_x<<f .  Take 8 such that J~ft dmes=~A x dp, which exists by the 
continuity in 0 of the integral and because x is nonnegative. Then x <fTx[e, 11 
directly from the definitions of < and <<. 
Q.E.D. 
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2. EXTREME POINTS OF THE SET OF WEAKLY MAJORIZED FUNCTIONS 
If/2 is a nonatomic measure, then the set Ext g2u(f) of all extreme points 
of ;2a(f) is equal to A~(f); see [13, p, 1026] for the case/2=rues, from which 
the case of an arbitrary nonatomic/2 follows immediately. For a nonnegative 
f~L  1 we give a description of the extreme points of £2u+,w(f), based on the 
above result. 
THEOREM. Let feL l .  If f is nonnegative and/2 is nonatomic, then 
(1) Ext + - Qu, w(f) - ~-J A.(ftZ[o, 1])" 
0_<0_<1 
PROOF. An extreme point of a set £2 is also extreme in any subset of £2 to 
which it belongs. It follows that the set of extreme points of a union of a family 
of sets is contained in the union of the sets of extreme points of members of 
this family. Therefore, from the Lemma and from the description of the 
extreme points of £2u(ftx[o ' 11) for a nonatomic/2, the set on the left-hand side 
of (1) is contained in the set on the right-hand side. To prove the reverse in- 
clusion, take any 06[0, 1] and any x6Au(fTX[O, ll)=Ext ~u(f"~[0,1] ). Suppose 
that x = 2y + (1 - 2)z for some functions y and z with 0_< y << f and 0_< z << f ,  
and for some number 2 with 0</l  < 1. Both y and z vanish on the set x-t (0)  
which has measure of at least (1 -  0). For this reason, the relations 0<y <<f  
and 0_< z <<f  imply that both y and z are weakly majorized by fTZ[o, 1]. Hence, 
both ~A Y 6/2 and IA 7. 6/2 do not exceed f l f  T dmes, which is equal to ~A X d/2. 
Since x is a proper convex combination of y and z, it follows that ~A Y d/2 = 
=IA z d/2=~1ofr rimes. Therefore, both y and z are majorized bYfTXlo, l], i.e., 
they belong to £2u(f,z[0 ' 1]). Since x is an extreme point of this last set, one 
obtains y=z=x,  which proves that x is extreme in Oa+,w(f). 
Q.E.D. 
A discussion of the topological properties of the sets Ou(f) and £2u+,w(f) and 
of their extreme points follows. It is well known that for any pe  [1, + oo], 
if fEL  p, then the sets £2u(f) and £2u+,w(f) are contained in LP(p) and are 
a(LP(/2), LP'(/2))-compact, where (p ' ) - l+p- l= l .  (The first part of this 
statement follows from the monotonicity of the LP-norm in the preorder <, 
see [1, Theorem 2.5] and from the characterization f the preorder << in terms 
of < and <.  The second part for p> 1 follows from the Theorem of Banach 
and Alaoglu on weak-star compactness, and for p= 1 from the weak com- 
pactness criterion of Dunford and Pettis, see [3, Theorem 3.1].) Therefore, for 
f~L  p, the a(LP(/2), LP'(/2))-closures of the convex hulls of Ext .Q~(f) and of 
Ext + Ou, w(f) are equal to t2u(f) and to g2~,~(f), respectively. For p< + oo, the 
same holds for the closures taken in the LP-norm because the LP-norm 
topology is consistent with the duality between LP(/2) and LP'(/2). For f~  L °°, 
the L~°-norm closure of the convex hull of Ext Ou(f ) is also equal to £2~(f) if 
/2 is nonatomic [6, Theorem 5.2]. From this we derive a similar result for the 
set of functions weakly majorized by f .  
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PROPOSITION 1. If f eL ~ is nonnegative and/t is nonatomic, then + g2u, w(f) is 
the closure of the convex hull of Ext ~2u+,w(f) in the norm topology of L~°(p). 
PROOF. It suffices to show that + 12u, w(f) is contained in the closed convex 
hull. Write cl= for the closure in the norm topology of L~°(p). Using in 
succession: the Lemma, [6, Theorem 5.2], the fact that the union of the closed 
convex hulls of sets from a family is contained in the closed convex hull of the 
union of sets from this family, and the Theorem, one obtains: 
G+,w(f): U G(fTzt0,11) 
0_<0_<1 
= U cloo conv Au(fTZto ' l]) 
0_<0_<1 
Ccl~conv U Au(fTZ[O, ll) 
0~0_<1 
=cl~ conv Ext + O., w ( f ) .  Q.E.D. 
It is well known that if p is nonatomic, 1<_p<_ + co andfeL  p, then the set 
Ext f2u(f), equal to Au(f), is closed in the norm topology of LP(p). This is 
because Au(f) is the inverse image of the singleton {fT } under the rearrange- 
ment operator which is nonexpansive and, hence, continuous in the norms of 
LP(p) and of L p, see [5, Corollary 5.2, with q~(x, y)= - Ix -y [  P]. For p = + co, 
the rearrangement operator is also continuous in the Mackey topologies 
r(L°°(p), LI(p)) and r(L °°, L1), see [7, Theorem 2.21. It follows that Au(f ) is 
also r(L°~(p),Ll(la))-closed for f~L  ~°. We show a similar result for weak 
majorization. 
PROPOSITION 2. For all p ~ [1, + co], if f6L  p is nonnegative and p is non- 
atomic, then Ext + g2u, w(f ) is r(LP(p), LP'(p))-closed (for p< + co, this means 
that it is closed in the norm of LP(p)). 
PROOF. For fEL  p, the set F= {f~X[O, 1][O ~_ 0 <_ 1} is the image of the interval 
[0, 1] under the mapping O-*f~X[O, ll~L p, which is continuous in the usual 
topology of [0, 11 and in r(L p, LP'). (For p< +co, use, for example, the 
H61der inequality to show continuity in the LP-norm which defines the 
topology r(LP, LP'); for p= +~,  use the definition of r(LO°,L 1) and the 
weak compactness criterion of Dunford and Pettis.) Therefore F is 
r(L p, LP')-compact and, hence, closed. It follows that the set Ext ~2~w(f) is 
r(LP(p), LP'(/~))-closed because, by the Theorem, it is the inverse image of F 
under the Mackey-continuous rearrangement operator T. Q.E.D. 
If p is nonatomic andf~ L p, then the set Ext f2u(f) is ~7(LP(tA), LP'(p))-dense 
in Ou(f)" Forp  = 1, this is stated in [14, Proposition 1]; from its proof one can 
see that the result holds for any p ~ [1, + co]. We give a similar result for weak 
majorization. 
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PROPOSITION 3. For all p e [1, + oo], if feL  p is nonnegative and/2 is non- 
atomic, then Ext + (2~,w(f) is a(LP(/2), LP'(/2))-dense in + s~,w(f). 
PROOF. Write clo for the closure in ff(LP(/2), LP'(/2)). Using in succession: the 
Lemma, [14, Proposition 1], the fact that the union of the closures of sets is 
contained in the closure of the union of these sets, and the Theorem, one 
obtains 
~.+,w(f) = U ~(ITxE0,1j) 
0_<0_<1 
= U cl~Au(fTX[o,11) 
0_<0_<1 
Ccla U Au(fTX[O, lt) 
0_0_<1 
= el G Ext g2u+,w(f). Q.E.D. 
REMARKS. (i) Most of the results for weak majorization, given above for a 
nonatomic/2, hold also in the discrete case (cf. [12, p. 92] for majorization). 
For a natural number n, take A = { 1,2 ..... n}, with a/consisting of all subsets 
of A, and let both/2 and/21 be equal to the counting measure cn, defined by 
cn({i})= 1/n for i= 1,2 ..... n. Then Ext £2 + w(q~), for q~e fR n is equal to the 
C n , + 
set of all permutations of the n-vectors of the form (0 ..... 0, q~(i+ 1) .... , ~b(n)) for 
some integer i with O<_i<n, where q~(.) is the vector of the components of q~ 
arranged in ascending order. (In other words, Formula (1) of the Theorem 
holds for f with mes o f -  1 = cn o q~- 1) Also, Propositions 1 and 2 hold trivially 
in the discrete case, whereas Proposition 3 obviously fails. 
(ii) Some results for an abitrary 12 can be obtained from those for a non- 
atomic measure by embedding the measure space (A, d,/2) into the nonatomic 
measure space (A#,d#, /2#) .  For a full description of this construction see 
Example 4.4 of [6], the notation of which is adopted here; or see [10, Section 
7] or [4, Chapter III, Section 7]. Denote by do  e the image of dunder  this 
embedding: it is a sigma-subalgebra of d #. Any d-measurable function x on 
A may be viewed as a doe-measurable function, x #, on A #, and vice versa. 
The operator, T u, which takes the conditional expectation with respect o doe 
can, therefore, be viewed as acting from L1(/2 #) into L1(/2). One has 
(2) Ext g? ;w( f )=Ext  T f~u+, w( f )CT  " Ext ~u+Lw(f)- 
In general, the inclusion in (2) is strict, which limits the results that can be 
obtained by this method from the Theorem and from Propositions 1and 3, and 
no extension can be obtained in this way from Proposition 2. 
(iii) The assumption that f be nonnegative is satisfied in the application in 
[8, Theorem 4] which has motivated the above analysis. Without it, the Lemma 
and the Theorem fail; we believe, however, that Propositions 1 to 3 still hold. 
(iv) Although in this paper the formulations are for Lebesgue spaces, 
Propositions 2 and 3 are also valid for more general pairs (L ~, L~') of re- 
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ar rangement - invar iant  Banach  funct ion  spaces (wi th  a saturated  Fatou  norm) ,  
on  the cond i t ion  that  these  spaces conta in  L°°(~t) and  are conta ined  in L 1(/~). 
The  extens ion  obta ins  because  (L ~, L Q') is a pa i r  o f  ref lex ive Banach  spaces,  
except  fo r  the  case (LI(/~), L°°(/~)). (To  show this ,  one  combines  the  fact  that  
L°~LI(~) impl ies  Le':/:L°°(I~), which  fo l lows  f rom [11, Note  I I I ,  Theorem 
6.10(i i )] ,  w i th  the  fact  that  Le'-~L°°(~) impl ies  (Le')*=Le"=L ~, where  the  
f i rst  equa l i ty  ho lds  by  [6, P ropos i t ion  5.1],  and  the  second one  by  [11, Note  IV,  
Lemma 11.3; 10, Theorem 11.3].)  
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